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Sams Teach Yourself C++ in One Hour a Day (7th Edition)Sams Publishing, 2012


	2011 was a special year for C++. With the ratification of the new standard, C++11

	empowers you to write better code using new keywords and constructs that increase your

	programming efficiency. This book helps you learn C++11 in tiny steps. It has been

	thoughtfully divided into lessons that teach you the fundamentals of this...
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Master Lighting Guide for Portrait PhotographersAmherst Media, 2004

	Time-tested lighting strategies that will improve the quality of a portrait are detailed in this book for beginning photographers. Terminology used by industry pros is explained, the equipment needed to create professional results is outlined, and the unique role that each element of the lighting setup plays in the studio is explored....
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The Buzan Study Skills Handbook: The Shortcut to Success in Your Studies with Mind Mapping, Speed Reading and Winning Memory Techniques (Mind Set)BBC Active, 2006

	In Buzan's Study Skills, three of Tony Buzan's most enduring subjects - Memory, Speed Reading and Mind Mapping - are combined in a single guide to enable students to make the most of their studies. Improve grades, make more effective notes, plan better essays, make associations between different subjects, have at-a-glance notes and...
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Learning Nessus for Penetration TestingPackt Publishing, 2014

	Master how to perform IT infrastructure security vulnerability assessments using Nessus with tips and insights from real-world challenges faced during vulnerability assessment


	Overview

	
		Understand the basics of vulnerability assessment and penetration testing as well as the different types of testing

...
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The Definitive Guide to SUSE Linux Enterprise Server 12Apress, 2014

	The Definitive Guide to SUSE Linux Enterprise Server 12 is a task-oriented book designed for self-study as well as classroom environments, which will also serve you as a reference guide. The book covers all skills that system administrators typically need to posses to administer SUSE Linux Enterprise Server in corporate environments....
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Game Development with SwiftPackt Publishing, 2015

	Embrace the mobile gaming revolution and bring your iPhone game ideas to life with Swift


	About This Book

	
		Create and design games for iPhone and iPad using SpriteKit
	
		Learn all of the fundamentals of SpriteKit game development and mix and match techniques to customize your game
	...
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Extending DockerPackt Publishing, 2016

	Key Features

	
		Get the first book on the market that shows you how to extend the capabilities of Docker using plugins and third-party tools
	
		Master the skills of creating various plugins and integrating great tools in order to enhance the functionalities of Docker
	
		A practical and learning guide...
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Mastering Machine Learning with RPackt Publishing, 2015

	Master machine learning techniques with R to deliver insights for complex projects


	About This Book

	
		Get to grips with the application of Machine Learning methods using an extensive set of R packages
	
		Understand the benefits and potential pitfalls of using machine learning methods

...
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User-Centered Agile MethodJohn Wiley & Sons, 2013

	
		Agile development methods began to emerge around 20 years ago. However, it was not until the early 2000s that they began to be widely used in industry. This growth was often due to the advent of Internet services requiring faster cycles of development in order to heighten the rate at which an ever-greater number of functionalities...
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.NET Web Services SolutionsSybex, 2003
.NET Web Services Solutions offers just what its title states:  practical solutions to the real challenges you face as you use .NET to create  applications that communicate with web services and—more to the point—to build  and deploy web services of your own. By the time you’re done, you’ll understand  how the...
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Microsoft Office FrontPage 2003 Fast & EasyCourse Technology PTR, 2003
Relax. Learning how to use Microsoft Office FrontPage 2003 is now a breeze. With this book's easy-to- use instructions, you'll master the unique FrontPage interface in no time. From building your first basic Web page to working with dynamic content, "Microsoft Office FrontPage 2003 Fast & Easy" gives you the...
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The Unified Modeling Language User GuideAddison Wesley, 1998
Introduced in 1997, the Unified Modeling Language (UML) has rapidly been accepted throughout the software industry as the standard graphical language for specifying, constructing, visualizing, and documenting software-intensive systems. The UML provides anyone involved in the production, deployment, and maintenance of software with a standard...
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